nu hotel
Few Brooklyn hotels possess the same spirit and moxie of NU Hotel, downtown Brooklyn’s original
boutique hotel. Offering luxury amenities and exceptional service, NU Hotel channels Brooklyn’s
distinct personality in its 93 loft-inspired rooms which feature a modern aesthetic and minimalist
design. Bright pops of street art from local artists can be found on the guestroom walls and distinct
accents throughout the hotel showcase the borough’s rich artistic heritage. The tone is set for a
casual cool, yet subtly sophisticated stay by hardwood floors, cozy chairs and comfortable beds.
A chalkboard wall in the bathroom is equally suited for an artistic masterpiece or a playful scribble.
In The Urban Suite, a hammock awaits.
A N I N D E P E N D E N T C O L L E C T I O N H OT E L

The Independent Collection is a growing collection of cultivated lifestyle hotels located in unique residential
neighborhoods of gateway cities across the US. This distinctive hotel concept is renowned for its simple
sophistication, authentic connection to local communities and personalized service. Independent Collection
hotels are created for the independently minded traveler and invite guests to experience the true spirit of the city.

HOTEL ROOMS
NU Hotel boasts a dynamic urban vibe, where street art combines
with relaxing nooks to create a refreshing place to lounge. Each
of the 93 loft-inspired guestrooms feature recycled hardwood
floors and furniture, floor-to-ceiling curtains and retro-inspired
headboards. In select guestrooms, the walls themselves are works
of art, as they feature large-scale murals by local artists as part of
the NU Perspectives program.

HOTEL AMENITIES
• Wi-Fi and fiber internet
• Continental breakfast
• Bluetooth audio player
• Mini-bar ($)
• L’Occitane luxury bath products
• Guest parking ($)

DINING
NU Hotel features its own bar and lounge, Misdemeanor, conveniently located in the hotel lobby. With large windows, an artistic vibe and the faint bustle of the hotel lobby, the lounge’s atmosphere is the perfect mix of urban cool & laid back, ideal for
hosting intimate events. During the warmer months, Misdemeanor
opens onto the street to become one of the largest sidewalk cafes
in downtown Brooklyn and a premier spot for people watching.
Perhaps the bar’s most signature offering is its focus on local specialty products; from beer and wine to spirits, hand-crafted cocktails and, of course, food.

• 24-hour fitness center, equipped for
cardio, Pilates, boxing and yoga
• NU bikes for complimentary loan
(based on availability)
• Pet-friendly
• Shipping center service (via FedEx)
• Concierge service
• Keurig in-room coffee

NU PERSPECTIVES
As a part of the NU Perspectives Project, NU Hotel has given
creative license to a number of local artists to liven up select
guestrooms at the hotel. The hotel’s white walls and loft-like design
serve as a blank canvas on which the artists can put their signature
creations with floor-to-ceiling murals. Currently, NU Hotel boasts
15 NU Perspective guestrooms and is always accepting artists’
submissions.
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